Stable URLs – Many of our databases give stable URLs for articles, books, film clips, etc.

Be sure to click on the correct link for your campus on the library’s home page under “Journals, Databases, etc.”

When you find the stable link in the database, you will need to append the following campus information to the beginning to create the complete stable URL:

**Hawai‘i CC:**  http://brandine.uhh.hawaii.edu:2048/login?url=

**UH Hilo:**  http://cletus.uhh.hawaii.edu:3000/login?url=

In the JSTOR example below, the complete stable URL that you would create and use would be:


---

**JSTOR**

The Journal of Higher Education
Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/29789506

**Science Direct**


Take the URL from the address bar of the browser.

**Films on Demand**

Title URL:

Segment URL:

The Title or Segment URL is under the video.